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Introduction:  The western Qaidam Basin in North 

Tibetan Plateau (Figure 1) has the most extreme arid 

environments on Earth and contains a series of ancient 

lakes that evaporated at different evolutionary stages 

during the rise of the Tibetan Plateau. Large quantities 

of salts and geomorphological features formed during 

the transition of warm-and-wet to cold-and-dry condi-

tions provide unique references to study the modern 

Martian surface and interpret the data obtained by rov-

ers and orbiters. 

 

 
Figure 1. DEM maps showing the location of Qaidam 

Basin. 

 

Former researches have presented numerous simi-

larities and results of investigations that suggest the 

Qaidam Basin as a potential analog to study modern 

geomorphic processes on Mars, such as the cata-

strophic debris flows, polygonal terrains, yardangs and 

wind streaks and so on. In addition to these topograph-

ical similarities, survival strategies and biomarker con-

servation of microorganisms in extreme environments 

are of great significance for seeking life or biosignature 

on Mars. Many salt playas have undergone tens or even 

hundreds of thousands of years’ evolution, leaving be-

hind thick evaporite deposits. A detailed laboratory 

study of these samples will help us to understand what 

was going on in the similar martain evolutionary histo-

ry and the preservation mechanism of biosignature. 

And the study of a specific analog can also help ex-

plain the formation mechanism of some micro struc-

tures in rocks or landforms observed by rovers. 

During our fieldwork, we found locations very sim-

ilar to the landing site of Viking 2 where pitted rock 

distributed in the arid desert randomly (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. Images of pitted rock. A, B Pitted rock in 

Qaidam basin. C, D Pitted rock observed by Viking 2 

on mars. 

 

Several hypotheses have been proposed for the 

origin of these pits, including vesicles (formed by vol-

canic or impact processes), eolian pitting and fluting, 

differential weathering of minerals and clasts, salt 

weathering, water-assisted chemical weathering, and 

combinations of these. James W. Head (2011) found 

analogue in Antarctic Dry Valleys and explained that 

these pits were formed by very localized chemical 

weathering due to transient melting of small amounts of 

snow on dark dolerite boulders preferentially heated 

above the melting point of water by sunlight. Although 

melting of small amounts of snow may form pits above 

the rock, we can clearly see from the picture taken by 

Viking 2 that pits distributed in various positions on 

the rock. 

Here, based on our sample, we suggest a new 

mechanism on the formation of these pits. The main 

component of our pitted rock is silicified dolomite, but 

observation with scanning electron microscopy reveal 

the presence of well-crystallized sheet-like kaolinite on 

the surface of feldspar grains, indicating a low-
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temperature hydrothermal alteration. Carbonate can 

precipitate from salt lake, however, the presence of 

alteration minerals and the silication of dolomite signal 

a small scale of alteration during the evolutionary his-

tory of the paleolake. When carbonate and chert 

formed in the bottom of the lake, the fluctuation of the 

water body and sedimentary formed shallow pits on the 

surface of the carbonates. Alteration caused by hydro-

thermal fluid enlarged these pits and formed the pitted 

rock in the past. Our results suggest a relatively warm 

lake environment in the studied site and the similar 

environment on Mars that were suitable to sustain life. 
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